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.RULE & REGOLATION.



.1 CIRCUIT.

DESCRIPTION
GFITALIA (Circuito Gran Fondo Italia) is a circuit that combines a number of open water events in Italy, with straight 
courses over distances equal or superior to 15 kilometres.
An individual or team point is assigned from each race based on the arrival position. The total points determines the 
winners
of the individual male and female classifications.

STAGES
The GFITALIA events for 2018 are as follows:
23 June Gran Fondo 5 Terre, Portovenere (SP) 15 km
7 July Gran Fodno Venezia, Cavallino Treporti (VE) 15 km
21 July Gran Fondo Porto Conte, Alghero (SS) 17 km
25 August Gran Fondo Sanremo, Sanremo (IM) 15 km 
8 September Gran Fondo Naviglio Grande, Milano (MI) 24 km
19-23 September Gran Fondo Bocche di Bonifacio, S. Teresa Gallura (OT) 15 km

Races less than 15 kilometres do not form part of the GFITALIA and will not contribute to the final classification.

.2 PROGRAMME AND MODIFICATIONS.

PROGRAMME
The single organisers are responsible for communicating the events, races and programme variations to the GFITALIA
Committee.
Each organiser is responsible for managing every aspect of the event: organisation, logistics, legal and communication.

VARIATIONS
Any variation to the programme will be communicated to the participants and published on the media used by GFITALIA 
as
well as the official media of the individual events.
The GFITALIA Committee and the organisers will not be held responsible for changes out of their control or for acts of 
God
that cause variations to and/or cancellations of the programmes.

.3 RACE SERVICES.

ATHLETE
Every event will provide a suitable reception, refreshment area, changing area, safekeeping service for belongings and
transport service if possible.
The organisers are not to be held responsible for theft or loss of valuable belongings.

COMPANIONS AND THE PUBLIC
Details and other types of services provided by the organiser will be listed in the event programme.

.4 REGISTRATION FEES.

The registration fees are determined by the organisers and listed in the programmes and the regulations for the single
events. Payment must be made as requested by the organiser.
If possible, the registration fee will include a souvenir, refreshment and food for athletes at the end of the race. Information
will be listed in the event programme.
For those who are not registered for the race, an additional cost may be asked for the post-race meal. Details will be 
listed in the event programme.
A discount of 10 euro for each stage of the circuit will be applied to those who register at the same time for all the stages 
of
the Circuito Gran Fondo Italia (www.circuitogranfondoitalia.it).
To apply for the discount the participant must send a copy of the total registration fee including the requested 
documentation to NAL asd in the name of the GFITALIA Circuit to contatti@circuitogranfondoitalia.it.



.5 REGISTRATION TERMS AND CONDITIONS.

PARTICIPANTS
The races are open to all athletes who hold a current medical certificate for competitive sports, registered with swimming
sports teams with a current sports membership (2016-2017) of a sporting association and recognised federations that
support the GFITALIA.
If the athlete is not a member of a sporting association considered valid by the GFITALIA Circuit, he/she may request
membership for the duration of the relevant event via the GFITALIA Committee.

CLOSING DATES FOR REGISTRATIONS
The closing dates for registrations are set by the organisers. Please refer to the regulations and programme for each 
single
event. Registration must be made by the closing date; otherwise, the athlete may be excluded from the race.
The registration date is the date upon which the information, requested documents and payment is made, if this is to be 
made in advance.
If a number of closing dates for registration are listed, the registration fee will be reduced for those who pay in advance of 
the listed dates.

MEANS, INFORAMTION AND DOCUMENTS
The means of registration are indicated by the organisers and listed in the regulations and the programme for the single
events.

The organisers and the GFITALIA Committee require the following information on the athletes that will be provided at the
time of registration:
● surname
● name
● gender
● date of birth
● full address
● tax code (if applicable)
● cell phone number
● e-mail address
● expiry date for competitive sports certificate
● team name
● short sporting curriculum *

* The athlete’s curriculum is required by the organiser to determine the swimmer's ability level. If the organiser decides 
that
an athlete is not suitable for participation, the GFITALIA Committee will verify the information and accept or refuse the
requested registration.
The competitive sports medical certificate and the membership must be presented at the time of registration for each
individual race.

ACCEPTANCE
Each registration request will be followed by confirmation of receipt and registration.
The organiser and the GFITALIA Committee may refuse the registration request for justified reasons that will be 
documented and communicated to the athlete. A refused registration can be subject to appeal and annulled only be the 
GFITALIA Committee.
Incorrect and falsified communication of any information and/or documents, as well as the non-presentation of the same,
shall be subject to a penalty by the GFITALIA Committee and the organiser that may include disqualification from the race
and the circuit.
An athlete who registers in even one race is automatically registered for participation in the entire circuit.

.6 CATEGORIES.

The participants' categories are individual and subdivided by gender (male and female). The final classification is based 
on
the sum of the points for the individual events.
No other categories or sub-categories are listed nor will determine the final classification. This does not prevent the
organisers of the individual races to define additional categories for the purpose of their event.



.7 PRIZES.

INDIVIDUAL EVENTS
The following will be awarded:
● First three females
● First three males
Additional prizes may be awarded by the individual organisers and will be communicated to the GFITALIA Committee and
participants.

CIRCUIT
The GFITALIA Circuit will award:
● First three females
● First three males
The final classification is reached with a minimum of two useful results and a maximum of five on all the stages that are 
part of the circuit.
Prizes given personally at the event at the end of the season that will host the GFITALIA in conjunction with the 
celebrations of the Milan event. Prizes will not be given to third parties except to the athletes themselves.

SPECIAL CIRCUIT PRIZES
The prizes for the GFITALIA will also include:
● A Bonus for the registration fee for the races in the next year of the circuit (first man and first female).
● The participation prize for those who completed all the races of the circuit.

.8 INDIVIDUAL CLASSIFICATION AND POINTS.

CLASSIFICATIONS
The individual classifications of the GFITALIA are divided into two categories:
● females
● males

PUNTI
Points will be assigned based on order of arrival that count towards the final classification of the GFITALIA as follows:
1 30 points
2 28 points
3 26 points
4 24 points
5 22 points
6 20 points
7 19 points
8 18 points

9 17 points
10 16 points
11 15 points
12 14 points
13 13 points
14 12 points
15 11 points
16 10 points

17 9 points
18 8 points
19 7 points
20 6 points
21 e > 5 points
DNF* 0 points
DNS* 0 points
SQL* 0 points



* No points will be awarded if the athlete does not finish the race (DNF), is disqualified (DQL), or does not take part even 
if
registered (DNS).

If more than one athlete should have the same number of points in the final classification, first position will be awarded to
he/she with the greatest number of placements (first place, second place, etc.). If athletes are still equal after this, the 
date in which the best place was registered will be taken into account, with precedence given to the latest results.

.9 ATHLETE IDENTIFICATION.

REQUESTED DOCUMENTATION
The athlete must be registered for the 2016-2017 sporting year with a sporting club recognised by the Federation or a
Sporting Association and hold a valid medical certificate for competitive sport. The documents must be presented to the
organiser at the time of registration.
The athlete must have in their possession the club membership card and medical certificate for competitive sport at every
race. If considered necessary, the organiser may request additional ID.

PERSONAL INFORMATION
The athlete must ensure that the registration information is correct and accurate. In the case of error, the athlete or his/her
representative (trainer or legal representative of the team) must communicate this to the Judge and the Organiser.

RACE DAY
At the time of presentation on race day, the athlete or whoever is acting on their behalf (trainer or legal representative of 
the
team) must present the valid membership card for the current sporting year.
Membership without an ID photo must be accompanied by a valid ID document (ID card, driver’s license, passport). In
addition, the team concerned can present a self-certification document on headed paper that confirms the ID of the
participant.

NUMBER
Upon registration for the GFITALIA, the athlete will be allocated an identification number that is displayed on the body on 
the race day, as well as the swimming hat depending on the race regulations. The number can be listed with a permanent
marker on the hat, arm, hand and/or back as desired by the Judge and Organiser.
If the number is cancelled prior to departure, the athlete must inform the Judge and the Organiser of this so that it can be
re-written.

ROLL CALL BEFORE START
Before the start, the athletes will be identified by a roll call. The athletes must affirm their presence, stating and displaying 
the race number to the Judge as they enter the waiting area.

FALSIFICATION OR OMMISSION OF INFORMATION
Any falsification of identification will be penalised by immediate expulsion from the race by the organiser as instructed by 
the Race Judge.

.10 ATHLETE’S BEHAVIOUR.

The athletes must observe the rules communicated by the Judge before departure, in accordance with the GFITALIA
Regulations.

STROKE, WAKE AND EXTERNAL MEANS
The athlete is free to choose the desired stroke during the race.
The athlete may follow in the wake of competitors but not that of the support boat and/or means of assistance.
The swimmer must not rest against the boats/means of assistance in the water and shall not be pulled by the same.

PRECEDENCE
The swimmer should avoid contact with other swimmers and must behave in a sporting manner.
In the stretches where a change of direction is required, the athlete in the lead at the time of the turn (generally indicated 
by
buoys) shall have precedence.
The right to precedence is applied if a number of athletes approach the turn at the same time.



ARRIVAL
Arrival is indicated by the finishing banner at the water's edge or between two supports in the water. The arrival must be
evident to the swimmer; it shall be proceeded by an arrival passageway of at least 50 metres in length that is marked by 
two buoys at the far end.
The athletes arrival (and arrival time) is valid only if the athlete touches the banner, subject to disqualification if this is not 
the case.
Depending on the weather and water conditions during the race and the type of route, the Judge may decide upon other
regulations even during the course of the race, if the organiser agrees to these. These will be communicated to the 
athletes,
their representatives and the public where possible.

TIMES
To improve race management, the organiser may set minimum and maximum times for arrival at the finish line and the
various checkpoints.
Any athlete who does not respect the minimum and maximum times can be disqualified from the race subject to the
unquestionable ruling of the Judge and the organiser. The athlete's time is not valid for classification purposes.

.11 CLOTHING AND ACCESSORIES.

Athletes are permitted to wear goggles, swim hat, racing briefs (men) and one-piece (women), or a one-piece swimming
costume for both sexes, as long as the costume does not cover the neck, extend beyond the shoulders and/or below the
ankles, as per FINA regulations.
The costume must be in fabric, not necessarily officially approved by FINA, but it must respect the principles of the fabric
costumes approved by FINA.

NOT PERMITTED
Costumes that have even a small quantity of neoprene or similar material that promotes floating are prohibited.
Accessories other than those listed by the organiser as strictly necessary are not permitted. These include snorkels,
breathing apparatus, tools that encourage or could create advantage (e.g. hand paddles, flippers, floats, gloves, shoes,
socks, etc.).
Accessories that could cause damage to other athletes upon contact are also not permitted (rings, jewellery, etc.).

WETSUITS
With respect to the use of a wetsuit the regulations state:

● it is obligatory if the water temperature is below 20 degrees, the athlete must wear a wetsuit of his/her choice 
either
with or without sleeves
● it can be worn upon the ruling of the organiser if the water temperature is 20 degrees or more, but the athlete 
will not
be listed in the individual qualification for the GFITALIA circuit
● it is not permitted if the water temperature is above 24 degrees.

Participants can wear a wetsuit subject to the ruling of the individual organisers and the regulations of the individual race 
will
determine if the participant is included in the final classification for the event.

.12 JURY AND TIME KEEPING.

The athlete’s race time shall not be taken into account for classification.

JURY AND TIME KEEPING
The jury and the time keeping service shall be coordinated by the event organiser.

JUDGE
The Judge, a member of the event organisation with specific expertise with respect to the regulations, is responsible for
ensuring the correct execution of the race. Along with the organiser, he/she is entitled to interrupt or prevent the execution
of the race due to danger or potential danger to people or objects. He/she is also responsible for implementing changes to
the route if there are natural causes for this.

VIOLATIONS AND INCORRECT BEHAVIOUR
Any violation or incidence of incorrect behaviour signalled and reported to the Judge will be subject to assessment and
eventual penalties by the GFITALIA Committee. The Committee will meet and make a decision upon this within 10 days of
the communication of the same by the Race Judge, who must contact the Committee within 48 hours after the end of the
race.



GFITALIA COMMITTEE
The judge of the GFITALIA Committee will take into account the Race Judge’s report, other complaints made by the
interested parties and witnesses that are made within 48 hours after the conclusion of the event.
The Committees decision is unquestionable and shall be communicated to the interested parties and published on the 
media used by the circuit.

.13 SAFETY AND ASSISTANCE.

The organiser is responsible for planning and managing assistance and safety for the athlete in water. The athlete must 
by
followed and supervised from the start to the end of the race.
The means used are all low environmental impact. They must be able to communicate one to the other, particularly with
Emergency Aid or the Judge. Their roles are described below.

ATHLETE ASSISTANCE (CANOE)
Escort and assist the swimmer throughout every phase of the race, including during refreshment stops, makes sure that
conditions are safe and intervenes in case of danger.

SUPPORT
Controls sections of the course or a group of seconds to assist staff following the individual swimmers, intervene if 
required
and verify potential irregularities.

LEAD
Precedes the first athlete/group making sure that the water conditions are safe for their passing.

TAIL
Follows the last athlete/group making sure that no one is left behind.

JUDGE
Accommodates the judge, allows him to travel along the route, control the execution of the race in a correct manner and
intervene if necessary.

EMERGENCY ASSISTANCE
Are available along the route to assist with the doctor or the first aid person if required.

The organiser is free to decide upon the use of the various means, in terms of type and number, depending on the
characteristics of the course.

.14 REFRESHMENTS.

The athlete can organise refreshments as he/she desires as long as the regulations of the individual races are observed.
The athlete can request assistance from his/her second for the management of refreshments.
The organiser can also offer fixed or mobile refreshment stops if considered appropriate.

.15 USEFUL ADVICE FOR PARTICIPANTS.

TRAINING
Prepare yourself and plan your training in the pool and in the sea for long distances. Follow the advice of a coach, trainer 
or
sports professional if you do not have individual knowledge with respect to training, diet and supplements for distance
events.
Acclimatise your body as much as possible to the specific environmental conditions of the individual race.



DIET 
Consume a light but high-energy breakfast based on your daily needs, rich in sugars and low in fats.
Hydrate the body adequately before, during and after the race. Do not drink alcohol.

BEFORE DEPARTURE
If the water is cold, those who are sensitive to low temperatures should cover the body with lanolin or camphor oil 
(available
in chemists). Do not cover the body excessively if temperatures are average/high, to ensure that the body maintains a
correct temperature.

IN THE WATER
Start the race in a moderate manner and establish a rhythm before accelerating. If you should become very tired, slow 
down
or stop for a while.
Organise and plan correctly your refreshments for consumption during the race, keeping in mind the services provided by 
the organiser.
If you need assistance or emergency help in the water, ask for help from the closest means by raising your arm in the 
water.

.16 ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION.

The minimum requirements for environmental protection are measures that guarantee the minimum environmental impact
of the tender process. In the face of this:

1. It is not permitted to leave the containers used for refueling in water, except in the immediate vicinity of any fixed or 
mobile refueling area set up for this purpose. This also applies to the containers of food supplements that athletes could 
carry during the event. Failure to comply with these rules will be reported to the Referee to apply the sanctions.

2. The presentation of boats for the collection of the containers left in the water must be provided or, in the case of boats 
that support the swimmer, these will be assigned to this purpose for their assigned swimmer. For this purpose it is 
advisable to have a rod with a net for each boat to facilitate collection.
In the re-bloom area for collecting the containers left in the water there will be a collector.

3. Refueling of athletes from the refueling area must be done using glasses of certified biodegradable material.

The control of athletes and carers of the minimum environmental protection requirements will be made before departure, 
including assistants, in the call area during the verification of the regularity of the race competition both at preparation of 
assistants and accompanying attendants.
In case of irregularity of the materials used for the supplies, it will be up to the judges to report it to the Referee who will 
punish the athletes concerned.

.17 CONTACTS.

STAGES 
Gran Fondo Cinque Terre Franco MUSCARÀ mumal@libero.it
Gran Fondo Venezia Cristiano BEVILACQUA cristianolisa75@gmail.com
Gran Fondo Porto Conte Maurizio FARINELLI mauriziofarinelli@tiscali.it
Gran Fondo Sanremo Antonio MANCOSU drmancosu@hotmail.com
Gran Fondo Naviglio Grande Tommaso REVERDINI t.reverdini@gmail.com  
Gran Fondo Bocche di Bonifacio Alessandro PILATI pilati.nalasd@gmail.com

PR & MEDIA
Ufficio Stampa Alessandro PILATI info.nalasd@gmail.com 

INFO GFITALIA
Information Staff GFITALIA contatti@circuitogranfondoitalia.it 



WEB
GRAN FONDO ITALIA www.circuitogranfondoitalia.it 
Gran Fondo Cinque Terre www.circuitogranfondoitalia.it/gran-fondo-cinque-terre-eng/ 
Gran Fondo Venezia www.circuitogranfondoitalia.it/gran-fondo-venezia-eng/   
Gran Fondo Porto Conte www.circuitogranfondoitalia.it/gran-fondo-porto-conte-eng/
Gran Fondo Sanremo www.circuitogranfondoitalia.it/gran-fondo-sanremo-eng/
Gran Fondo Naviglio Grande www.circuitogranfondoitalia.it/gran-fondo-naviglio-grande-eng/ 
Gran Fondo Boc. di Bonifacio www.circuitogranfondoitalia.it/gran-fondo-bocche-di-bonifacio-eng/

GFITALIA COMMITTIEE 
Cristiano BEVILACQUA
Maurizio FARINELLI
Antonio MANCOSU
Franco MUSCARÀ
Alessandro PILATI
Tommaso REVERDINI

.18 ORGANIZERS.

    

     

.19 SUPPORT.

.20 MEDIA PARTNER.


